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As a young person, we often imagine our lives to be a direct line from Point A to Point B. What I’m learning, however, is that our journey is seldom that simple or easy.

Instead, I’m starting to see that life has many twists and turns. Some are planned and some are not, but we often have the benefit of a new beginning. And not just one new beginning, but I think we have the opportunity for multiple new beginnings.

Such is the case with much of the charitable work carried out by the Foundation and other charitable organizations in our community. This issue of The Catalyst focuses on scholarships and it’s exciting to see the promise of new beginnings in the eyes of every student who receives a scholarship award and dreams of great things to come.

Of course, the Foundation does a lot more than just award scholarships and I think new beginnings play a role in our other charitable work, as well. Through our support of nonprofit and charitable organizations, we support the possibility of new beginnings for many. Whether the need is for food, shelter, long-term care, education, youth programs, the arts, or animal well-being, sometimes all one needs is a start.

Also in this issue is a summary of the 2019 Chevron Catalyst Grant awards. The grant program resulted in more than 20 organizations that represent the hope of a new beginning for many.

The Foundation is honored as always to play a role in improving lives in our community. We thank you for being part of the journey, twists and turns included!

Mike Antiporda is the executive director at the Carlsbad Community Foundation
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Here’s to new beginnings!

Scholarship awards celebrate community legacies and student achievement

The Carlsbad Community Foundation has awarded more than $100,000 in scholarships to graduating seniors at four local public high schools. The largest, single provider of local scholarships, the Foundation announced the awards at three ceremonies held in April. In all, 93 scholarships were awarded to students at Carlsbad High School, Carlsbad Early College High School, Jefferson Montessori Academy and Loving High School.

Many of the Foundation’s scholarships are from memorial funds that honor beloved members of our community.

“Some of the scholarships memorialize individuals who were longtime residents,” said Executive Director Mike Antiporda. “Others memorialize individuals who were young and left us too soon. Through these awards, however, their legacies grow and the recipients learn that beyond any dollar amount received, they become part of that legacy.”

Family members of many of these individuals take part in the selection committees and often in the presentation of the scholarship. This year, three families were represented at the award ceremonies for the first time, as the initial scholarships were awarded for the Madison Lee Aves Memorial Scholarship, the Linda Palma Memorial Scholarship and the Michael Wilcox Memorial Scholarship.

Next Scholarship Opportunity
The Foundation’s next scholarship cycle will begin June 1, 2019 when scholarships for continuing and/or returning students are posted on the Foundation’s Web site (www.carlsbadfoundation.org), along with the online application. Scholarships will be available for not only students pursuing four-year academic degrees, but also those pursuing vocational studies and/or certifications.
New Benefactors recognized by Board

A warm welcome to five new Foundation Benefactors! At recent Board meetings, the Foundation’s Board has approved benefactor recognition for these individuals and organizations who are major donors to endowment funds.

Through their generosity, the Foundation is able to pursue its long-term, charitable mission to improve lives of people in Carlsbad and South Eddy County. We are honored by their trust in our work and thrilled to recognize them as members of our Benefactor Family!

Billy & Cindy Bryan
The Foundation is pleased to have Billy & Cindy Bryan among our Benefactors. Clearly, education is important to them. In addition to their support of several scholarship funds over the years, they, along with their family, have been drivers in the establishment of an endowed scholarship fund for Loving High School students in memory of Cindy’s parents, C.M. & Dorothy Moffatt.

Devon Energy Corporation
Devon Energy Corporation has been actively involved in the community in recent years and supports many charitable causes. Devon is a strong supporter of numerous local activities and is currently establishing a Foundation scholarship fund to support students in the STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) field. Their involvement through the Foundation has included the Mayor’s Energy Summit Committee and Inspired by Science.

Gemma Ferguson
Gemma Ferguson is a long-time local resident who has a great heart for our community. Over the years, she has supported the Founders Fund, which benefits the long-term work of the Foundation, Jonah’s House Food Pantry, the Landsun Homes Caring Hands Fund, and more.

Merland, Inc.
Merland, Inc. may be a new organizational Benefactor, but it has been a long-time supporter of charitable causes and the Foundation for more than 20 years. With assets throughout the area, the company has provided a lot of support to the Emergency Disaster Relief Permanent Fund, as well as other funds in support of housing and local history.

Russ & Claiborne Power
Russ & Claiborne Power believe in Carlsbad and have been supporters of many charitable causes over the years. The Powers were instrumental in establishing the Emergency Disaster Relief Permanent Fund. They have deep family ties to the area and their support of numerous endowed and non-endowed funds has been a great benefit to the community.

Save the Date!

The Annual Community Reception will be here before we know it! Mark your calendar for September 26, 2019! Watch for announcements and details in the next issue of The Catalyst and on Facebook!
The Carlsbad Community Foundation has awarded grants totaling more than $66,000 to 21 nonprofit organizations. The Chevron Catalyst Grant Program is the result of a partnership between the Foundation and Chevron Products Company.

Two years ago, Chevron established the Chevron Catalyst Fund, which allows the Foundation to award small to medium-sized grants for diverse charitable needs through a competitive grant process.

Cary Baird, the Policy, Government & Public Affairs Team Lead for Chevron’s Mid-Continent Business Unit, attended the 2019 Award Ceremony and spoke highly of the partnership with the Foundation. She also said the program is particularly beneficial for charitable causes that may not be known by Chevron, but that the Foundation is able to identify as an important need for our community.

“The Foundation is honored that Chevron established the fund with us to help improve lives in Carlsbad and South Eddy County,” said Executive Director Mike Antiporda. “The flexibility of the program allows us to serve very diverse charitable needs.”

The list of 2019 recipients is as follows:

1. Assistance League of Carlsbad
2. CARC, Inc.
3. Carlsbad Battered Family Shelter
4. Carlsbad Community Anti-Drug/Gang Coalition
5. Carlsbad Community Concert Association
6. Carlsbad Community Kitchen
7. Carlsbad Community of Hope Center
8. Carlsbad Community Theatre
9. Carlsbad Lifehouse, Inc.
10. Carlsbad Literacy Program
11. Carlsbad MainStreet Project
12. Carlsbad Transitional Housing and Homeless Shelter
13. Creative Carlsbad Arts Council
14. Desert Willow Wildlife Rehabilitation Services
15. Dolly Parton's Imagination Library of Eddy County
16. Eddy County CASA
17. Epsilon Sigma Alpha "Packs for Hunger"
18. Friends of the Living Desert
19. Girl Scouts of the Desert Southwest
21. Southeast NM Community Action Corporation

Chevron has been an organizational Benefactor at the Foundation since 2016.
Memorials
December 1, 2018 to April 30, 2019

Albert Adcock
Noah's Ark Demand Fund
Weldon Veterinary Care

Ernestina V. Armendarez
Loving High School Scholarship
Jay and Shirley Lewis

Madison Lee Aves
Madison Lee Aves Memorial Fund
Dennis and Diane Moore

Angela Aycock
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Linda Aycock
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Dina K. Brown Bailey
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Wendell Banigan
Friends of the Public Library Fund
Martha Reed
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Lynn Basham
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Terry Andrew Bennett
Allen J. Cohen Memorial Fund
Leon Cohen

Frances Bertagnolli
Sidney and LaVerne Bernard Carlsbad Veterans Honor Guard Fund
Mike and Deena Antiporda
Shila Marek
Sidney & LaVerne Bernard Memorial Scholarship Fund
Carlsbad Downtown Lions Club
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Jonah's House Fund
Hipolito and Terry Antiporda
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Andy Bindel, Jr.
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Ernie Booth
Chuck and Jan Tidwell Tennis Scholarship Fund
Donna and Charlie Jurva

Anita Wickstrom Bradley
Class of '62 Scholarship Fund
Ellen Alexander Boston
Charles and Betty Alexander Castleberry
Richard Jaccaud
Mickey and Sally Miller
Dwight and Sabette Pittcaithley
Janet Sydow Spellings
Veteran Cemetery Fund
Gerald W. Wickstrom

Brad Brazeal
Noah's Ark Demand Fund
Karen Robinson
Jerry R. Sieberg Memorial Scholarship
Joanna Sieberg

Mary Cassels Breen
Class of '62 Scholarship Fund
Mickey and Sally Miller

Marty Brininstool
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Helen Christian Brown
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Charlie Bunch
Class of '62 Scholarship Fund
Ellen Alexander Boston
Betty Alexander Castleberry
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Jill Norrid Memorial Scholarship Fund
Joe and Beth Paneral
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Esperanza Calderon
Epifanio “Epi” Calderon Memorial
Loving High School Scholarship Fund
Robert and Estela Osborne

Matt Chaffin
CM and Dorthy Moffatt Memorial Scholarship
Danny and Catherine Bass

Sammy Clerk
Sidney and LaVerne Bernard Memorial/Carlsbad Veterans Honor Guard
Gemma Ferguson

Allen Cohen
Allen J. Cohen Memorial Fund
Leon Cohen

Hindy Cohen
Allen J. Cohen Memorial Fund
Leon Cohen

Mike Collins
Jonah's House Fund
Gemma Ferguson

Dr. Charles Crooks
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Marcella Crown
Jill Norrid Memorial Scholarship Fund
Joe and Beth Paneral

Charlotte S. Davis
Class of '62 Scholarship Fund
Anne Davis Kennedy

Genie Davis
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Kelsey Davis
Kelsey Davis Memorial Scholarship Fund
Paul and Jo Hanson

Betty Denton
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Linda Wickstrom Doss
Veteran Cemetery Fund
Gerald W. Wickstrom

Cliff Downey
Class of '72 Scholarship Fund
Craig and Sheri Stephens

Mary Dugger
Founders Fund
Roy and Barbara Carey

Zella Emilian
Burba, Cole & Overstreet Charity Fund
Burba, Cole, & Overstreet LLC

Brownie Ervin
Jonah's House Demand Fund
Gemma Ferguson

Grace Escobedo
Billy Jordan Memorial Scholarship Fund
Bill and Nadean Jordan
P.R. Leyva Memorial Scholarship
Virginia Leyva

Pete Everel
Jill Norrid Memorial Scholarship
Joe and Beth Paneral

Mary Sue Bullock Feather
E.B. Bullock Family Endowment Fund
Patricia Feather

Suzanna Ryan Forbes
Founders Fund
Richard and Susan Forrest
NMSU-C Memorial Scholarship Fund
NMSU-C Hospitality Fund

Ted Fowler
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Dana Foy
CARC, Inc. Fund
Bill Kingston
Dr. Lisa Perazynski Memorial Scholarship Fund
Bill Kingston

Amelia France
Burba, Cole & Overstreet Charity Fund
Burba, Cole, & Overstreet LLC

Harlan Fugate
Carlsbad Community Kitchen
Demand Fund
Dan and Ann Cross
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Arnult Mitchell
Jonah’s House Fund
Tom and Janie Lander

Rose Marie Mitchell
Jonah’s House Fund
Tom and Janie Lander

Jeanette Mize
Class of ’62 Scholarship Fund
Ellen Alexander Boston
Charles and Betty Alexander
Castileberry
Mickey and Sally Miller

Myrl Moore
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

James Moutray
Carlsbad Community Foundation
Gill and Vicki Moutray
Class of ’72 Scholarship Fund
Leslie Heinsch
Founders Fund
Larry and Signe Henderson

Jack Myers
P. R. Leyva Memorial Scholarship
Jan Nesbit
Ralph Leyva
Virginia Leyva

Ruth “Wass” Pate
Allen J. Cohen Memorial Fund
Leon Cohen
Founders Fund
Roy and Barbara Carey
Noah’s Ark Demand Fund
David and Anita Perini

Al Patterson
Allen J. Cohen Memorial Fund
Leon Cohen

Roy Peterson
P.R. Leyva Memorial Scholarship Fund
Ralph Leyva

Dan Pike
Jonah’s House Fund
Gemma Ferguson

Don Potter
Inspired by Science Fund
Norm and Susan Siepel
P.R. Leyva Memorial Scholarship Fund
Ralph Leyva

Hector Rico
C.M. Moffatt Memorial Scholarship Fund
Danny and Catherine Bass

Abel B. Rodriguez
Veterans Memorial Park Fund
Mary S. Rodriguez

Dick and Nancy Rogers
Carlsbad Battered Families Shelter
Operating Reserve Fund
Dave and Kimberly Rogers
Martin Luther King Memorial Scholarship Fund
Dave and Kimberly Rogers

Rip Russell
Carlsbad Community Foundation
Gill and Vicki Moutray

Lavoy Schierholt
Class of ’62 Scholarship Fund
Mickey and Sally Miller

Katie Sepich
Kathryn Jaye Sepich Memorial Scholarship Fund
Jay and Tracy Francis

Laura Bullock Shafer
E.B. Bullock Family Endowment Fund
Patricia Feather

Jim Shuler
Packs for Hunger Fund
Dan and Ann Cross

Jerry Sieberg
Jerry R. Sieberg Memorial Scholarship
Joanna Sieberg

Kenneth Sieberg
Jerry R. Sieberg Memorial Scholarship
Joanna Sieberg

Robert “Bobby” Skibell
Allen J. Cohen Memorial Fund
Leon Cohen

Lonnie Smith
NMSU-C Memorial Scholarship Fund
NMSU-C Hospitality Fund

Bill St. John
Jonah’s House Demand Fund
Dan and Ann Cross

Phyliss St. John
Jonah’s House Fund
Hipolito and Terry Antiporda

Ira Storme
NMSU-C Memorial Scholarship Fund
NMSU-C Hospitality Fund

Ronald David Strong
NMSU-C Memorial Scholarship Fund
NMSU-C Hospitality Fund

Earline Thomas
Carlsbad Community Foundation
Gill and Vicki Moutray
Founders Fund
Carlsbad Community Foundation Board and Staff
Mike and Deena Antiporda

Landsun Homes Fund
Frances McCoy
Landsun Homes Caring Hands Fund
Tricia Banister
Ron and Diana Clem
Charles and Nancy Dugger
Gemma Ferguson
Mickey and Sally Miller

Jan Tidwell
Chuck and Jan Tidwell Tennis Scholarship Fund
Chuck Tidwell and Children

Jody Tiller
CM and Dorothy Moffatt Memorial Scholarship
Danny and Catherine Bass

Larry Tipton
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

James Vanzant
Lakeview Christian Home Fund
Jim and Nolita Crouch
Tom and Martha McIlvain Vocational Scholarship Fund
Martha McIlvain

Jan Vosen
Carlsbad Community Foundation
Gill and Vicki Moutray

Debe Wagner
Carlsbad Women’s Scholarship Fund
Betty Egbor
Jim and Gretchen Hall Memorial Scholarship
David and Peggy Hall

Claudine Walls
Founders Fund
Jim and Sheila Bailey
Gary and Sharon Mitchell
Jim and Paula Renfrow

Jim Walls
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Mary Walterscheid
Boys and Girls Club Demand Fund
Dan and Ann Cross

Coach Bill Waters
Jimmie and Gretchen Hall Memorial Scholarship
David and Peggy Hall

Sylvia Wickstrom
Veteran Cemetery Fund
Gerald W. Wickstrom

Sulo Wickstrom
Veteran Cemetery Fund
Gerald W. Wickstrom

Pat Wilcox
Burba, Cole & Overstreet Charity Fund
Burba, Cole, & Overstreet LLC
Carlsbad Community Foundation
Gill and Vicki Moutray
Founders Fund
Bob and Della Murray
Inspired by Science Fund
Robby and Judy Walterscheid
Landsun Homes Caring Hands Fund
Gemma Ferguson
CM and Dorothy Moffatt Memorial Scholarship
Danny and Catherine Bass

Howard Willis
Jimmie and Gretchen Hall Memorial Scholarship
David and Peggy Hall
C.M. Moffatt Memorial Scholarship Fund
Edna Ruth Henson

Sue Worley
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid

Joseph “Joe” Zeni
Sherry Griffin Memorial Scholarship
Connie Schoeld-Reid
Nancy Jean Reid Nursing Scholarship
Jere Reid
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December 1, 2018 to April 30, 2019

Al Bauarle
Allen J. Cohen Memorial Fund
Leon Cohen

Carlsbad Rotary Club Speakers
Leslie Messer Wilson Memorial Scholarship of the Carmon City Rotary Club
Deena Antiporda & the Monterrey Sci Squad
Mike Antiporda
Sue Brazal
Mark Cage
George Dunagan and Philip Huston
The First Tee
Mary Garwood
Donavan Mager
Judith McCollanum
Larry Mitchell
Mike Perez
Amanda Ryan
LaVern Shan
Jason Shirley
Karla Volp
Mark Walterscheid
Linda Woodward
Carol Worley

Class of ’62 Reunion Committee
Class of ’62 Scholarship Fund
Betty Alexander Castleberry

Kelsey Davis
Kelsey Davis Memorial Scholarship Fund
Paul Hanson

Deanna Garringer’s Birthday
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Don and Mackie Garringer

Dale Janway
Fleezer Fine Arts Acquisition Fund
Dwight and Sabette Pitaithley

Gloria Kelly’s 96th Birthday
Jerry R. Sieberg Memorial Scholarship
Joanna Sieberg

Carol Lofton’s Birthday
Class of ’62 Scholarship Fund
Curtis Mize

Chris Moffatt
CM and Dorothy Moffatt Memorial Scholarship
Krishna Goradia

Carol Murray’s Birthday
Class of ’62 Scholarship Fund
Curtis Mize

Jeff and Franni Neal
Landson Homes Caring Hands Fund
Joe and Judy Hanttula

Jan Nesbit
Inspired by Science
Arch and Neldia Slate

Hannah and Elise Norrid’s 21st Birthday
Jill Norrid Memorial Scholarship Fund
Joe and Beth Paneral

Carolyn Paneral’s 25th Birthday
Jill Norrid Memorial Scholarship Fund
Joe and Beth Paneral

Ruth Reilly
Landson Homes Caring Hands Fund
Joe and Judy Hanttula

Joanna Sieberg’s Birthday
Jerry R. Sieberg Memorial Scholarship
Stacy Sieberg

Mary Sydow’s Birthday
Class of ’62 Scholarship Fund
Curtis Mize

Dorris Thompson
Landson Amigos Demand Fund
Arch and Neldia Slate

Janet and Andy Vogt
Landson Homes Caring Hands Fund
Joe and Judy Hanttula

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Currier
Chili Currier Memorial Scholarship Fund
Mike Currier
Linnie Davis for the Love of Horses Scholarship Fund
Mike Currier

Mike Currier
Chili Currier Memorial Scholarship Fund
Guaranty Title Company Employees

Tommy and Sheryl Dugger
Kathryn Jaye Sepich Memorial Scholarship Fund
Jay and Tracy Francis

Fr. Pasala Hruaby Kumar
Jerry R. Sieberg Memorial Scholarship
Joanna Sieberg

Chris, Kristen, Carter and Carley Galbraith
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Brittany Garringer
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Don and Mackie Garringer
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Kimberly and Everett Garringer
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Mike and Deanna Garringer
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Jay and Tracy Francis

Blake, Sara, Charlotte and Henry Hulse
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Creighton, Amanda and Ramona Hulse
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Gary and Connie Hulse
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Juanelle Hulse
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Trent, Jill and William Hulse
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Robert and Trina Lee
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Kyle Sanchez and Daverie Martin
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Ross, Jennifer and Ryan Sanchez
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Dave and Jayann Sepich
Kathryn Jaye Sepich Memorial Scholarship Fund
Jay and Tracy Francis

Roger and Cindy Short
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Jay and Tracy Francis

Joanna Sieberg
Jerry R. Sieberg Memorial Scholarship
Stacy Sieberg

Justin Sieberg
Jerry R. Sieberg Memorial Scholarship
Stacy Sieberg

Ron, Chris, Rachel Speed
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Craig and Sheri Stephens
Kathryn Jaye Sepich Memorial Scholarship Fund
Jay and Tracy Francis

Gilbert and Judy Tapia
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Mike, Keeley, Hudson and PJ Watkins
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Mike and Deanna Garringer

Will and Debbie Wyatt
Scott Mathews Memorial Scholarship
Alisa West

Bob and Caroline Yeager
Skyler M. Garringer Memorial Fund
Jay and Tracy Francis
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American Nuclear Society Scholarship Fund
Joshua Lewis Vajda

Madison Lee Aves Memorial Fund
Ronnie and Sheila Walterscheid

Burba, Cole, Overstreet LLC Charity Fund
Burba, Cole, Overstreet LLC

Carlsbad Battered Families Shelter Operating Reserve Fund
Barbara Davis
Ray and Karen Westall

Carlsbad Community Kitchen Demand Fund
W. F. Beeman
Ray and Karen Westall

Carlsbad Community Theater Fund
Cecil Kellum

Carlsbad Fire Department Fireworks Fund
Carlsbad Downtown Lions Club
Funeral Directors Life Insurance Company

Carlsbad Veterans Honor Guard Fund
Denton Wood Funeral Home
Funeral Directors Life Insurance Company

Christmas Anonymous Fund
Carlsbad Downtown Lions Club

Christmas Anonymous Demand Fund
Barbara Davis

Class Act Fund
W. F. Beeman

Kelsey Davis Memorial Scholarship Fund
Live Life to the Fullest

Devon Energy STEM Scholarship Fund
Devon Energy Corporation

Emergency Disaster Relief Permanent Fund
Merland, Inc.
Russ and Claiborne Power

F.C. Williamson Rotary Memorial Scholarship
Carlsbad Rotary Club

Elizabeth (Betsy) A. Feezer Memorial Scholarship Fund
Ross and Rebecca Feezer

Feezer Fine Arts Acquisition Fund
Ross and Rebecca Feezer

Founders Fund
Gemma Ferguson

Friends of North Mesa Senior Recreation Center Fund
Zia Quilting and Stitchery Guild

Girl Scouts of the Desert Southwest Capital Demand Fund
Carlsbad Downtown Lions Club

Health Education Coalition Demand Fund
Artesia General Hospital
Carlsbad Medical Center
Lakeview Christian Home

Inspired by Science Fund
Burba, Cole and Overstreet, LLC
Dan and Ann Cross
Devon Energy
Funeral Directors Life Insurance Company

J. C. Lunsford Scholarship Fund
W. F. Beeman

Robert & Sarah Jackson Public Library Fund
James and Jane Lewis

Stephen Kehrman Memorial Scholarship Fund
Robert and Lynne Kehrman

Lakeview Christian Home Fund
Denton Wood Funeral Home
Funeral Directors Life Insurance Company

Landsun Homes Caring Hands Fund
Denton Wood Funeral Home
Funeral Directors Life Insurance Company

Martin Luther King Memorial Demand Fund
AR Foreman Construction, LLC
Ernestin Eccles
Martin Luther King Foundation Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC

Martin Luther King Memorial Scholarship Fund
Carlsbad Downtown Lions Club
West Funeral Home

Museum Amigos Demand Fund
Mosaic Potash
Museum Amigos
Nicholas and Ronda King

Packs for Hunger Fund
Carlsbad Downtown Lions Club

P. R. Leyva Memorial Scholarship Fund
Art Anaya

Los Alamos Employees Scholarship Fund
Anonymous
Sherry Auckland
Christy Dickerson
Jeff Lucchini
Jeri McGaughy
Laurie Smith
Lisa Watson
Los Alamos National Security, LLC

Luwyn Educational Scholarship Fund
Anonymous

Scott Mathews Memorial Scholarship Fund
W. F. Beeman

Mayor’s Prayer Breakfast Fund
Carlsbad Medical Center
Energy Transfer
EOG Resources, Inc.
Mesa Natural Gas Solutions

CM and Dorothy Moffatt Memorial Scholarship
Charles and Cindy Lee

Linda Palma Memorial Scholarship
Art Anaya
Denton Wood Funeral Home
Funeral Directors Life Insurance Company

Maurice P. Pardue Loving High School Scholarship Fund
Christopher Pardue
Stephanie Pardue

Riverblitz Fund
Carlsbad Downtown Lions Club

River Building-Recreation Center Demand Fund
Dick Forrest

Riverwalk and Special Projects Demand Fund
Kim McMinn

Sandia Labs Charity Demand Fund
Honeywell
Employees of Sandia National Labs

Jerry R. Sieberg Memorial Scholarship
Justin Sieberg

Edward C. & Catheryne A. Slease Landsdown Homes Caring Hands Fund
Mewbourne Oil Company

Matthew Sweatt Memorial Fund
Mark and Freda Warren

Mary M. Walterscheid Memorial Fund
Denton Wood Funeral Home
Funeral Directors Life Insurance Company

David Weyerman Memorial Scholarship Fund
Thomson Reuters

URS Washington TRU Solutions Scholarship Fund
W. F. Beeman

Veterans Memorial Park Fund
Ernesto and Cecelia Flores
Mary S. Rodriguez
Jan Nesbit’s long-time service to the Foundation recognized

The Board of Directors and staff recently celebrated the long-time service of Jan Nesbit, who has been with the Foundation since 2000. The celebration was not the end of her service, but rather marked its continuation! Jan transitioned to a part-time position to allow more time for family, friends and other interests.

“Jan is our rock,” said Executive Director Mike Antiporda, “Her experience and knowledge of the Foundation for all these years is unequaled.”

At 18 and a half years, Jan is the second longest serving employee in the Foundation’s history. The only person to serve longer was Former Executive Director Jim Harrison at about 19 years.

Express Gift Form

We're making it easier for you to support the Foundation's charitable mission with the Express Gift Form, below. If you need assistance, give us a call - we are happy to help! Online giving is also available at www.carlsbadfoundation.org.

Carlsbad Community Foundation
114 S. Canyon Street
Carlsbad, NM 88220

Donor _____________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________
E-mail address ________________________________________

Gift amount ____________________________

☐ Founder’s Fund
(Overall support of the Foundation's mission) or

☐ Other Fund _______________________________________
(Write in fund name or description. Full list available online)

Optional:
My donation is to ☐ Honor / ☐ Memorialize the following person: ____________________________________________
Please notify ____________________________________________
at the following address ____________________________________

☐ Upon receipt, please send me a donation form and envelope
About Us
The Carlsbad Community Foundation is a charitable nonprofit organization that promotes and enhances the lives of people in Carlsbad and South Eddy County. The Foundation was established in 1978 and has been a primary supporter of education, arts and humanities, health and human services and other key issues for four decades.

Board of Directors
Jim Renfrow, President
Deborah Beard, Vice President
Christy Dickerson, Treasurer
Vicki Moutray, Secretary
Neal Dungan
Betty Egbon
Chris Jones
Ekta Patel
Eddie Rodriguez
Jon Tully

Staff
Mike Antiporda
Executive Director
Jan Nesbit
Finance Director
Jennifer Granger
Staff Assistant

Contact Information
114 S. Canyon Street
Carlsbad, NM 88220
(575) 887-1131
contact@carlsbadfoundation.org
www.carlsbadfoundation.org

Online giving is available at www.carlsbadfoundation.org!

Noah’s Ark awarded grant

The Foundation recently awarded a grant to Noah’s Ark Animal Refuge from the Benjamin P. Duke Memorial Endowment Fund. The grant is in support of efforts to reduce euthanasia rates. Above, Mike Antiporda and Noah’s Ark President Lorraine Allen-Munoz had their hands full with just two of the adorable animals looking for their forever homes. The Foundation also has a designated endowment fund to benefit the organization, the James C. and Bessie M. Hobson Noah’s Ark Fund, which was established in 2016.